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! = Past Due Objectives KEY = Key Indicator

Mission:
Each student will find success with guidance and support from the staff. This will be accomplished through our belief in SOAR. Student Centered: Classrooms 
Ongoing Collaboration: Academic Rigor: Relationships

Vision: To educate each student to be prepared to meet the responsibility and obligations which will be required in the future to meet his/her potential in any field 
chosen to recognize his/her worth as an individual in order to be the best he/she can be. 

Goals:



Core Function: Dimension A - Instructional Excellence and Alignment
Effective Practice: High expectations for all staff and students

KEY A1.07 ALL teachers employ effective classroom management and reinforce 
classroom rules and procedures by positively teaching them.(5088)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
Our classroom management system teaches students and adults how 
to conduct themselves in a safe, respectful and responsible demeanor. 
It is important that communication occurs across departments when 
supporting the social and emotional state of our students. PBIS 
provides rewards for students for appropriate behavior that is based 
upon our school matrix. The matrix provide clear expectations in all 
areas of the school. 

Limited Development 
11/27/2017

How it will look
when fully met: The evidence that this objective is fully met will be the August 13th and 

14th CHAMPS training attendance roster. CHAMPS posters are 
displayed in each classroom and throughout the halls of the school. 
Teachers will implement school wide incentive system utilizing 
classroom dojo where teachers will track improvements or deficits in 
student behavior.  These incentives will lower student referrals school 
wide.

Add Actions Gregory  Topper 01/18/2019

Actions 2 of 4 (50%)
11/27/17 Champs training completed August 13th and 14th 2018. Complete 08/27/2018 Terrence  Sanders 08/14/2018

Notes:

11/27/17 CHAMPS posters displayed in common areas and in each classroom Complete 08/27/2018 Gregory  Topper 08/27/2018
Notes:

10/12/18 School Wide use of Classroom Dojo to track student behavior Gregory  Topper 01/18/2019
Notes:

10/12/18 School wide student referrals decreased Ms. Leake 01/18/2019
Notes:



Core Function: Dimension A - Instructional Excellence and Alignment
Effective Practice: Curriculum and instructional alignment

KEY A2.04 Instructional Teams develop standards-aligned units of instruction for 
each subject and grade level.(5094)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: East Union Middle School Instructional Teams use NC Standard Course 
of Study to align units of instruction for each subject and grade level. All 
grade levels and content areas are meeting as PLCs to share lesson 
plans with one another to maintain the pace and rigor of the school's 
instructional delivery. Core class PLCs are planning within each grade 
level on a weekly basis to promote guide/text/test congruence within 
the grade level. School-wide lesson plans are turned in to the school 
administration/Instructional Coaches to ensure alignment with the NC 
Standard Course of Study and the school improvement plan. Teachers 
and administrators have begun training in the Gradual Release of 
Responsibility Framework, which has been selected as the district wide 
approach to core instruction. This is in an effort to align our core 
instruction from teacher-driven to student-centered.

Limited Development 
02/08/2017

How it will look
when fully met: All content areas will be planning vertically, along side instructional 

coaches, to ensure guide/text/test within each grade level. Teachers 
will be able to fully implement the Gradual Release of Responsibility 
Framework with fidelity. The level of rigor in core instruction will meet 
grade level expectations aligned with state standards and reduce the 
number of students requiring additional services or interventions.

Alfred Leon 05/01/2019

Actions 1 of 3 (33%)
11/27/17 All teachers will implement Gradual Release of Responsibility 

throughout their instructional planning and execution. This will be 
tracked through the lesson plans and agenda's on the board.

Complete 08/27/2018 Alfred Leon 08/27/2018

Notes:

11/27/17 Staff will use district created mini assessments to monitor student 
progression and use NC Check-Ins to monitor students mastery of 
tested standards  to adjust school wide decisions related to content. 

Alfred Leon 05/01/2019

Notes:

11/27/17 Each content area will have a vertical meeting once a month tracked by 
meeting minutes and sign in sheets.

Alfred Leon 05/01/2019

Notes:



Core Function: Dimension A - Instructional Excellence and Alignment
Effective Practice: Student support services

KEY A4.01 The school implements a tiered instructional system that allows 
teachers to deliver evidence-based instruction aligned with the 
individual needs of students across all tiers.(5117)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: East Union Middle School has implemented a Tiered system of support 
for reading and mathematics. Tiered instruction is provided for all 
students in the form of Tier 1. Tier 1 consists of core academic 
standards within the student’s regular classroom setting and based on 
the NC Standard Course of Study. Teachers will use additional strategies 
to help students in need of extra assistance on grade level curriculum. 
Students are assessed using school and district timelines to determine 
present academic level. Teachers and administrators use data to 
determine additional need for academic support services for those 
students struggling academically to perform at grade level. Those 
students not meeting proficiency in ELA and Math core standards, both 
formally and informally, are provided additional ELA/Math support 
through Tier 2 interventions using I-Ready. The MTSS committee meets 
to look at school wide data and discuss teacher observations on those 
students not meeting classroom, district, or state expectations. Tier 2 
provides students with the opportunity for additional targeted 
academic support in a smaller setting. Targeted support is designed to 
raise the student’s current academic level in order for the student to 
return to their normal classroom setting. Currently, there is not a tier 3 
intervention in place for those students who unable to progress using 
the tier 2 intervention.  Teachers are identifying students using iReady, 
and classroom assessment to make academic decisions to increase 
academic student ability. In addition, we have added an additional 
reading and math Instructional coaches.  All school academic support 
decisions are made through our MTSS committee that meets on a 
monthly basis to look over school-wide data. The data allows the 
committee to adjust tiered interventions to support student growth. 

Limited Development 
02/08/2017

How it will look
when fully met:

A decrease in the number of students being identified as Tier 2 or Tier 3 
by state and local assessments. 

Alfred Leon 05/01/2019

Actions 0 of 2 (0%)
10/12/18 I-Ready will be implemented at least 45 minutes a week to tiered II 

students.
Alfred Leon 11/01/2018

Notes:

11/27/17 MTSS will meet once a month to make school wide data decisions to 
support our school wide tiered interventions.

Alfred Leon 05/01/2019



Notes:

KEY A4.06 ALL teachers are attentive to students' emotional states, guide 
students in managing their emotions, and arrange for supports and 
interventions when necessary.(5124)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: The faculty at East Union Middle School uses the Multi-Tiered System 
of Support in order to manage and maintain emotional and behavioral 
circumstances that may affect or impede the academic success of our 
students. In the Tier 1 group, students are managed through classroom 
use of CHAMPS and through the comprehensive school counseling 
program. The Tier 2 students meet individually and in groups with their 
counselor, social worker or their assigned mentor. Tier 3 students meet 
on a regular basis with a licensed clinical therapist. Teachers across the 
school have been provided with textual resources and ongoing 
instruction to facilitate student’s social/emotional growth which in turn 
should support school wide academic growth. Teachers will be 
provided training through CHAMPS representative and a Restorative 
Practices representative. In our building to support students’ emotional 
well being, we provide: 3 full time school counselors (1 per grade level). 
Full time school nurse. School psychologist that is here twice a week. 3 
Behavior Management Technicians (BMT’s) 1 part time Center for 
Emotional Health(CEH)  therapists that can see students up to twice a 
week. 1 School full time  clinical therapist, 1 full time social worker . In 
addition, the district provides mental health and first aid training to 
both our administration and our mental health team.

Limited Development 
02/08/2017

Priority Score: 2 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 6

How it will look
when fully met:  Teachers will be able to differentiate between behavioral issue verses 

emotional issue needs that are causing a student problems in the 
classroom. Teachers will be able to direct students to the proper 
support services that will be most beneficial for their current situation. 
School personnel will increase parental involvement in daily school 
functions. This will include ways to help parents better assist students 
with social/emotional difficulties.

Objective Met
10/12/18

Terrence  Sanders 08/27/2018

Actions
11/27/17 Creation of a student support services team. Evidence of this support is 

provided through agendas and sign in sheets.  
Complete 10/12/2018 Tempest Leake 10/31/2017

Notes:



11/27/17 Create a referral system for faculty and staff to correctly address 
students needing social or emotional assistance. Evidence of this 
referral system is provided through a flow chart of required steps for 
service. 

Complete 10/12/2018 Tempest Leake 01/18/2018

Notes:

Implementation: 10/12/2018
Evidence 10/12/2018 

Evidence will be provided with a copy of a monthly agenda/sign in sheet 
and a copy of the referral system flow chart.

Experience 10/12/2018 
There is a monthly support team meetings and the use of the referral 
system flow chart.

Sustainability 10/12/2018 
Monthly meetings with the student support team and a monthly check 
on the use of the referral system flow chart.

KEY A4.16 The school develops and implements consistent, intentional, and on-
going plans to support student transitions for grade-to-grade and 
level-to-level.(5134)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
East Union Middle School conducted a JumpStart program for our rising 
6th grader to allow them to familiars themselves with school 
procedures and expectations. Students in 8th grade are provide with 
college and career ready experience, as well as application to 
specialized high school programs.  Each grade level will have a field trip 
to a chosen college each school year.

Limited Development 
11/27/2017

How it will look
when fully met: When fully implemented, Jumpstart, a summer program, will assist 

rising 6th graders with their transition into middle school. Our 8th 
grade students will be provided with college and career ready 
opportunities, as well as applications to specialized high school 
programs. College and career ready opportunities will consist of school 
level career fairs, and local university tours for 8th grade students. All 
grade levels will be provided a field trip yearly to a college.

Tempest Leake 06/03/2019

Actions 2 of 3 (67%)
11/27/17 8th grade students will receive information for career and college, as 

well as applications for magnet programs. 
Complete 10/12/2018 Alfred Leon 01/26/2018



Notes:

11/27/17 Create summer program for rising 6th grade students. Complete 10/12/2018 Dr. Hill 06/12/2018
Notes:

10/12/18 All grade levels will Participate in a yearly field trip to a college. Terrence  Sanders 05/01/2019
Notes:

Core Function: Dimension B - Leadership Capacity
Effective Practice: Strategic planning, mission, and vision

KEY B1.01 The LEA has an LEA Support & Improvement Team.(5135) Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: Union County Public Schools has an MTSS District Leadership Team 
made up of the Assistant Superintendent for Instructional Programs 
and all of the instructional directors; elementary,middle, high, 
humanities, Exceptional Children, Federal Programs, CTE, instructional 
technology,accountability, professional development as well as the 
MTSS Administrator. The team is responsible for organizing and 
implementing the improvement process and plan for the district and 
schools. The team meets monthly to actively participate in reviewing, 
monitoring and providing feedback on the progress being made on the 
plans.Evidence Name of Team Members, Agendas, Meeting Dates

Full Implementation 
01/25/2017



KEY B1.03 A Leadership Team consisting of the principal, teachers who lead the 
Instructional Teams, and other professional staff meets regularly (at 
least twice a month) to review implementation of effective practices.
(5137)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: East Union Middle School Leadership Team consists of the Principal and 
Assistant Principals, as well as two members of each grade level, one 
counselor, one representative from EC, one staff member, two related 
arts teachers and one parent representative for each grade level. 
Presently we have been meeting once a month to discuss school issues 
related to daily school activity, as well as discussing state, district, and 
local academic and behavioral data to meet our goals in the school 
improvement plan. How it will look when fully implemented: The Sited 
Based Team and the MTSS Team will each meet once a month in order 
to ensure continuity and to dedicate a sufficient amount of time and 
attention to supporting the targeted indicators within the school 
improvement plan. Evidence provided: Team Members, Agendas, 
Meeting dates. 

Limited Development 
01/25/2017

Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 9

How it will look
when fully met:

Site-Based/ MTSS team will each meet once a month. Whitney Honeycutt 11/16/2018

Actions 0 of 1 (0%)
2/21/17 Ms. Honeycutt will make schedule for the remainder of the school year 

for Site Base and MTSS Committee. 
Whitney Honeycutt 11/16/2018

Notes:

Implementation: 11/27/2017
Evidence 11/27/2017 

Experience 11/27/2017 

Sustainability 11/27/2017 



Core Function: Dimension B - Leadership Capacity
Effective Practice: Distributed leadership and collaboration

KEY B2.03 The school has established a team structure among teachers with 
specific duties and time for instructional planning.(5143)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: At East Union Middle School the planning times are constructed to 
allow teachers to meet with subject area teammates within the grade 
level once a week. Instructional teams (PLCs) are comprised of 
instructional coaches and groups of teachers within each grade level 
that share common content and lesson plans to provide more cohesive 
units of study, aligned to standards-based curriculum, and to monitor 
the progress of the students on common assessments and benchmarks. 
Each PLC is expected to turn in agendas and minutes for their meetings 
to their grade level administrator. East Union Middle School will 
provide timely feedback using student data to site based representative 
that includes teachers, counselors, school staff, parent representatives, 
and school leaders. The feedback will consist of the school's data both 
academic and behavioral which directly impact school’s progress. Data 
decisions will be made to address and meet college and career ready 
for all students. All stakeholders have direct input on decision 
impacting student learning

Limited Development 
02/08/2017

Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 9

How it will look
when fully met:

Teachers at East Union Middle School will receive professional 
development on Professional Learning Communities. PLCs will become 
more efficient for all teachers with additional and continued 
professional development on structures and purposes of effective 
teaming practices. Ongoing academic support will be provided to 
beginning teachers and new staff to make certain they are aligned to 
the standards. PLCs will use the data collected from common 
assessments and benchmarks to revisit topics that are below grade 
level expectations through differentiated instruction, 
relooping/regrouping, or additional strategies. Site -based will be able 
to collect all relevant data from all sources available and make data 
driven decisions to improve students achievement. 

Objective Met
10/12/18

Terrence  Sanders 10/12/2018

Actions
11/27/17 Teachers meet weekly to develop purpose for student learning Complete 11/27/2017 Alfred Leon 10/26/2017

Notes:

11/27/17 Teachers collects, tracks and uses student data to drive instruction.  Complete 11/01/2017 Alfred Leon 11/01/2017
Notes:



11/27/17 Designs effective lessons, units and assessments. Complete 10/12/2018 Angela Foster 01/01/2018
Notes:

3/2/17 PLC will meet once a week Complete 03/27/2017 Terrence  Sanders 09/10/2018
Notes:

Implementation: 10/12/2018
Evidence 10/12/2018 

Agenda minutes will be provided as evidence.
Experience 10/12/2018 

PLC's meet weekly along with the instructional coaches to discuss on-
going student data to drive lesson planning and instruction.

Sustainability 10/12/2018 
Weekly PLC meetings 

Core Function: Dimension B - Leadership Capacity
Effective Practice: Monitoring instruction in school

KEY B3.03 The principal monitors curriculum and classroom instruction regularly 
and provides timely, clear, constructive feedback to teachers.(5149)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: For East Union Middle School, the “principal” for this indicator will be 
referred to as the administrative team, which includes the Principal and 
Assistant Principals that provide curriculum and support to all teachers. 
Presently the administrative team conducts walkthroughs and 
observations for teachers, and provides direct feedback. Teachers are 
told the importance of maintaining high/rigorous academic standards 
across all academic groups. Professional development is provided 
during early release days, as well as during faculty meetings. Teachers 
are given administrative support during weekly PLC that directly impact 
the school’s improvement plan. 

Limited Development 
02/09/2017

How it will look
when fully met: The administrative team will conduct targeted walkthroughs to provide 

specific feedback and increase teacher academic capacity. The team 
will plan out specific expectations for PLCs, as well as department 
meetings to continue the goals of the School Improvement Plan. In 
addition, teachers will be participating in observational “rounds” in 
their PLCs. Findings will be discussed during PLCs

Terrence  Sanders 05/01/2019

Actions 1 of 2 (50%)
11/27/17 Administrators will complete 10 walk throughs each week. Complete 11/01/2017 Terrence  Sanders 10/26/2017

Notes:



11/27/17 Provide face to face feedback with at least 5 teachers a week. Terrence  Sanders 11/18/2018
Notes:

Core Function: Dimension C - Professional Capacity
Effective Practice: Quality of professional development

KEY C2.01 The LEA/School regularly looks at school performance data and 
aggregated classroom observation data and uses that data to make 
decisions about school improvement and professional development 
needs.(5159)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: Union County Public Schools regularly reviews a variety of school 
performance data such as formative and summative assessments, 
attendance, discipline and walkthrough data. Information from these 
sources, along with MTSS requirements and AdvancED 
recommendations, are used by the district’s instructional team to 
determine common improvement goals and the professional 
development plan to support the attainment of the goals. In addition to 
the data sources currently being used for decision making, staff 
evaluation data is included in the process.

Limited Development 
01/25/2017

Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 9

How it will look
when fully met: All teachers and instructional leaders can quickly articulate their data 

by grade level/content area.  Data conferences between teachers and 
instructional leaders are ongoing and scheduled.  Each teacher uses 
flexible grouping specific to the needs of the student.  Benchmarking is 
ongoing and data is tracked by students and teachers.  

Objective Met
10/12/18

Alfred Leon 06/12/2018

Actions
11/27/17 A monthly assessment calendar and data conference schedule  is 

created collaborative with teachers and administrators 
Complete 10/12/2018 Terrence  Sanders 12/01/2017



Notes:

Implementation: 10/12/2018
Evidence 10/12/2018 

Assessment calendar created and updated as needed. Data conferences 
with teachers scheduled.

Experience 10/12/2018 
Assessment calendar will be updated as needed. Data conferences will 
be held after the release of EVAAS scores and NC Check-Ins scores. 

Sustainability 10/12/2018 
The release of EVAAS scores and NC Check-In assessments given.



Core Function: Dimension C - Professional Capacity
Effective Practice: Talent recruitment and retention

KEY C3.04 The LEA/School has established a system of procedures and protocols 
for recruiting, evaluating, rewarding, and replacing staff.(5168)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: It is the policy of the Union County Public Schools Board of Education to 
provide all applicants for employment with equal employment 
opportunities, evaluating each on their merits and qualifications for 
positions. A continuous system of recruitment and selection of 
personnel is maintained in order to assure competent candidates for 
employment. The Board recognizes the educational and professional 
advantages of diversity in the composition of the professional staff and 
is committed to a recruitment and employment program that reflects 
the diversity of Union County. Two job fairs are conducted each year. 
Current employees are provided with professional development, an 
annual evaluation, compensation, promotion opportunities and other 
attributes of employment. Satisfactory performance is considered the 
minimum acceptable standard of performance for teachers, 
administrators, and classified employees. Partnership have been 
established with Wingate University and UNC Charlotte in the areas of 
college students as tutors in our classrooms, new teacher support, 
second career teachers in a Master’s program, and field experiences for 
pre-service teachers. A pipeline has been established to route 
candidates from local universities to Union County Public Schools, 
particularly in high needs areas. Teachers for Title I and High Priority 
schools will be selected using the Haberman interview processed based 
on his book, Star Teachers: Serving Children in Poverty.

Limited Development 
01/25/2017

How it will look
when fully met: Partnership have been established with Wingate University and UNC 

Charlotte in the areas of college students as tutors in our classrooms, 
new teacher support, second career teachers in a Master’s program, 
and field experiences for pre-service teachers. A pipeline has been 
established to route candidates from local universities to Union County 
Public Schools, particularly in high needs areas. Interviews will be 
conducted using the Haberman. 

Terrence  Sanders 05/01/2019

Actions 1 of 2 (50%)
10/12/18 Representative from UNC Charlotte will come to coach beginning 

teachers
Complete 10/12/2018 Angela Foster 10/12/2018

Notes:

11/27/17 All school administrators will receive Haberman training. Terrence  Sanders 05/01/2019



Notes:

Core Function: Dimension E - Families and Community
Effective Practice: Family Engagement

KEY E1.06 The school regularly communicates with parents/guardians about its 
expectations of them and the importance of the curriculum of the 
home (what parents can do at home to support their children's 
learning).(5182)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: This indicator identifies the need for parental and home involvement in 
the educational process to improve achievement. EUMS offers open 
house, curriculum night, and  Jump Start to welcome new students at 
the beginning of each school year. In addition, we hold community 
programs to celebrate the different cultures (Hispanic Heritage and 
Black History month) we have in our school. We also hold an 
informational night for Hispanic families to ask questions and receive 
basic information about community offerings, tutoring, websites, etc. 
We have parental contact logs and follow the PBIS model, which 
includes rewarding good behavior and making positive phone calls, and 
writing positive “referrals”, which students should take home. Connect 
Ed calls are made by administration to update parents as school-wide 
or community events arise. Parents have access to student academics 
through parent portal, progress reports, and parent alert letters. 
Students and parents can visit the school website or teachers’ web 
pages, canvas pages, or google classroom. When fully implemented: 
The school will provide additional support through parent or curriculum 
nights to teach parents how to use the tools available to them such as 
PowerSchool, web based programs used by students, testing strategies, 
tutoring, or library programs. The school and local library will 
collaborate to increase reading programs that include the home and 
the community. Extend a welcome to outside community members or 
local organizations that support our educational system, through 
partnerships and grants.. With our diverse population, faculty will 
receive training on how social norms vary, especially spacial awareness, 
eye contact, and communication differences. Grades in PowerSchool 
will be updated regularly, communication to parents will occur 
frequently to speak about strengths and weaknesses and what can help 
improve student achievement. 

Limited Development 
02/09/2017



Priority Score: 2 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 6

How it will look
when fully met: The school will provide additional support for parents through 

curriculum nights to teach parents how to use the tools available to 
them such as PowerSchool, web based programs used by students, 
testing strategies, tutoring, or library programs. The school and local 
library will collaborate to increase reading programs that include the 
home and the community. Extend a welcome to outside community 
members or local organizations that support our educational system, 
through partnerships and grants.. With our diverse population, faculty 
will receive training on how social norms vary, especially spacial 
awareness, eye contact, and communication differences. Grades in 
PowerSchool will be updated regularly, communication to parents will 
occur frequently to speak about strengths and weaknesses and what 
can help improve student achievement.

Objective Met
10/12/18

Terrence  Sanders 06/08/2018

Actions
11/27/17 School administrators and staff will develop JumpStart Summer 

program for all grade levels. 
Complete 10/12/2018 Dr. Hill 05/01/2018

Notes:

10/12/18 Curriculum Nights will be held Complete 10/12/2018 Terrence  Sanders 08/27/2018
Notes:

10/12/18 Open house for students and parents Complete 10/12/2018 Terrence  Sanders 08/27/2018
Notes:

Implementation: 10/12/2018
Evidence 10/12/2018 

Jump Start permission slip, sign in sheet, and curriculum night 
presentation.

Experience 10/12/2018 
EUMS holds yearly, for each grade level, an open house and curriculum 
night. 6th grade has a Jump start program for all rising 6th graders to 
help the transition from elementary to middle school.

Sustainability 10/12/2018 
EUMS will continue to hold the Jump Start Program, open house and 
curriculum nights yearly.


